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1        Q.  The previous exhibit, Exhibit 7.
2        A.  It appears to be.
3        Q.  And in response to this email that you
4  sent, you received an email from Queenette Karikari?
5        A.  It's close enough.  Right.
6        Q.  How do you pronounce her name?
7        A.  Queenette.
8        Q.  Queenette.  And she is with Lou Dobbs
9  Tonight?

10        A.  Correct.
11        Q.  And so she received the email that you
12  sent.  Presumably she was blind-copied?
13        A.  I don't know.  I mean, that's one
14  possibility.  I wouldn't disagree with that, but I
15  don't know for sure.
16        Q.  And she responds, "Good afternoon,
17  Christian.  Thank you so much for making this work
18  today.  Lou is thrilled to have you joining us."  Do
19  you see that?
20        A.  I can read that.
21        Q.  Did you appear on Lou Dobbs' program with
22  regard to Alien Invasion I?
23        A.  I don't have a specific recollection that
24  I did.  If you have something that would refresh that
25  recollection, I'd be happy to talk about it.
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1        Q.  And then underneath the link says this is
2  the Virginia report.
3        A.  Right, and it says that underneath that.
4        Q.  And then there are a series of bullet
5  points, correct?
6        A.  You could call them that.
7        Q.  And the first bullet says, "In our small
8  sample of just eight Virginia counties who responded
9  to our public inspection request, we found 1,046

10  aliens who registered to vote illegally," correct?
11        A.  It says that.
12        Q.  And then the next sentence says, "These
13  were only the ones that have been discovered as
14  verified 100 percent aliens."  It says that, right?
15        A.  That's what I'm reading.
16        Q.  What is a verified 100 percent alien?
17        A.  Well, it could be somebody who was removed
18  from the voter rolls as being declared a noncitizen
19  by the Commonwealth of Virginia.
20        Q.  Is that what you're referring to here?
21        A.  I don't remember what I was referring to
22  there.
23        Q.  And then in the fifth bullet you state in
24  the middle, "we show voter registration forms where
25  the aliens lie ..."
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1        Q.  And in response to -- well, strike that.
2        So also the email says, "hit time is 7:45 from
3  the D.C. bureau with Lou here in New York," right?
4  And so she's trying to set up logistics for an
5  interview.
6        A.  Okay.  You asked two questions.  Which one
7  do you want me to answer?
8        Q.  She's trying to set up logistics for an
9  interview.

10        A.  This is how it normally happens.
11        Q.  So that's yes.
12        A.  Well, I can't speak to what her intention
13  is, but it certainly looks like she's trying to make
14  arrangements.
15        Q.  Okay.  And then you respond with a set of
16  talking points; is that correct?
17        A.  No.  I think what I responded with is
18  quite possibly -- well, I don't know.  I don't know
19  what these are.
20        Q.  Okay.  So you sent an email back to her in
21  response with a link to the Alien Invasion report; is
22  that right?
23        A.  No, I don't think -- I don't know.  Okay.
24  It's under a staple.  There's a link.  I don't know
25  what that link is.
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1        A.  One, two, three, four, five.
2        Q.  Are you there?
3        A.  Not yet.  Right, I'm there.
4        Q.  "We show voter registration forms where
5  the aliens lie (and commit federal felonies) and say
6  they are a citizen."  Do you see that?
7        A.  That's what it says.  Describes the
8  process.
9        Q.  And this doesn't refresh your recollection

10  as to whether or not you appeared on Lou Dobbs?
11        A.  It doesn't.  There's frequently cancels,
12  sometimes not cancels.
13                    (Adams Exhibit 9 marked for
14            identification: Illegal Foreign
15            Voting in Virginia Covered up by
16            Soros-backed Democratic Officials
17            with attachment)
18        Q.  The court reporter has marked as Exhibit 9
19  a copy of the October 2nd, 2016 Breitbart article,
20  correct, along with comments on that article?
21        A.  It's 124 pages.  I don't see anything in
22  here that's not part of an article, so it would
23  appear the answer is yes.
24        Q.  So on the first page, the article is
25  entitled "Illegal Foreign Voting in Virginia Covered
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